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Abstract
During labour the fetal heart rate is the primary measurement to determine the health of the fetus and full use of
modern electronics is made to measure the rate and variability in the rate which occurs in both a healthy and
compromised fetus. Real time documentation is also part of the process. At birth the heart rate remains the primary
vital sign of the neonate but measurement now relies on auscultation without any real-time documentation, at least
until a satisfactory signal from pulse oximetry can be obtained. Pulse oximetry takes at least one minute before the
signal is reliable but during this first minute critical decisions regarding care have to be made and during this time
critical damage to the neonatal brain can occur if the wrong decision has been made. We describe how this gap in
accurate measurement and documentation can be closed.
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Introduction
The neonatal 2010 International Liaison Committee on
Resuscitation (ILCOR) recommendation was for a delay of at least one
minute before clamping the umbilical cord of the neonate at birth.
However for the baby in need of ventilatory support the committee
stated that positive pressure ventilation was the priority and evidence
is insufficient to recommend a time for clamping in those who require
resuscitation. They also stated that the primary vital sign to judge the
need for resuscitation should remain the heart rate and the heart rate
should also provide evidence of the efficacy of the resuscitation.
Assessment of the heart rate should be by auscultation of the
precordium. The committee considered that there is a high likelihood
of underestimating the heart rate with palpation of the umbilical pulse,
but this is preferable to other palpation locations [1].
In the ILCOR algorithm the first measurement of the heart rate
should take place by 30 seconds after birth. Measurement of a heart
rate is provided in beats per minute and while counting for a whole
minute is not always required, the heart rate in beats per minute does
require auscultation over an accurately measured and sufficient length
of time. In practice in a noisy delivery room the accuracy of the
measurement must be compromised both in terms of actual counting
of the heart beats and of the accuracy of the interval over which the
beats are counted. This accuracy contrasts with the cardiotocograph
(CTG) used during labour. Furthermore measurement of the heart
rate by auscultation at birth is undocumented in real-time and not
available for subsequent audit. Documentation is almost completely
obscured within the aggregated APGAR score [2].
The ILCOR committees have recommended that oximetry be used
to measure and document the neonatal heart rate and this is
potentially as accurate and documentable as the CTG was during
labour for the fetal heart rate. However oximetry does not provide an
output during the first minute after birth when the most critical
decisions on resuscitation need to be made [3].
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Without accuracy and documentation of the neonatal heart rate at
birth which drives the critical decision on whether or not resuscitation
should be initiated, review and audit for the purpose of advancing
neonatal resuscitation and care at birth is not possible [4]. Since there
is logical and clinical evidence that maintaining the placental
circulation for a few minutes after birth benefits the term and preterm
infant, it seems logical that maintaining the placental circulation will
also benefit the compromised neonate who requires resuscitation
[5-7]. Currently, using the ILCOR algorithm, if the heart rate is underestimated, the neonate may be subjected to early cord clamping which
will effect changes in the circulation [6] and may then precipitate a
requirement for ventilatory support which may not have otherwise
been needed.

Technological solution
Determining the heart rate was one of the earliest uses of electronic
technology in recent times, with the CTG and oximetry as prime
examples. Cardiotocography can determine the fetal heart rate using
either Doppler ultrasound or the fetal ECG signal. During pregnancy
doppler ultrasound is routinely used to detect and measure the fetal
heart rate and has become both reliable and low cost technology. It
seems logical to continue to use the doppler ultrasound immediately
after birth, until at least a reliable oximetry signal can be obtained.

Method
Alternative approaches to using Doppler ultrasound to monitor the
neonatal heart rate were considered and a literature search carried out.
Long before ultrasound Doppler technology was available the neonatal
heart rate could be measured with the neonatal ECG. (Brady et al).
This has also been used recently in research. The ECG can be
considered the gold standard but in practice with current technology it
may not be easy to get the electrodes attached to the wet newborn
infant in a clinical situation, and muscle artefact signals may interfere
with the signal. (Personal communication). No other alternative
solutions were found.
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Results
With the proximity of the heart to the ultrasound probe we
considered that the signal would be easily obtained and this provides
to be the case. The author has shown that an ultrasound heart rate is
readily obtained immediately after birth in the newborn piglet
weighing about 1kg (Figure 1), equivalent to a preterm neonate. This
approach was confirmed to be equally effective in humans in a recent
study [8]. This study also confirmed that the time taken for a reliable
precordial Doppler ultrasound signal was within a few seconds of
birth, and significantly faster than the heart rate determined by
precordial auscultation. In the preterm baby, placed inside a polythene
bag to help maintain its temperature, ultrasound will work well
through the polythene whereas getting an ECG signal may involve
exposing the neonate outside the bag with an increased risk of
hypothermia.

The acceptance of room-side resuscitaires was, as explained above,
because the role of the placental circulation during the first minute or
so after birth was not understood. The room-side resuscitaire is
limited in mobility, height and mother-side friendly features. Adaption
of the current equipment is far from straight forward. While
adaptation is possible, it is clumsy and inconvenient [11] and a
compromise which is not necessary with modern technological
advances. A completely new design approach was required which
provides a stable surface for the neonate, accessible to the attendants to
be able to provide all the currently proven facilities for maintaining
temperature, providing ventilation, suction and oxygen
supplementation and monitoring [4,12].
Room-side resuscitation has become a standard of care which is
accepted by mother who was unaware of any alternative. However the
distress caused by such separation at the moment of birth can only be
imagined and an attempt has only recently been made to assess the
impact of this separation on the mother [13]. A neonate that has been
accustomed to the sound and smell of its mother and suddenly
subjected to alien sounds and smells can only become further
distressed [14]. The calming effect of the mother’s touch leading to
improved temperature control, higher breast feeding rates and the
soothing effect of immediate skin to skin contact of the neonate at
birth are proven [15].

Conclusion

Figure 1: Heart rate of newborn piglet using precordial ultrasound
Doppler machine with recording facility.

Discussion
Research and Audit
As explained above, without an accurate and documented record of
the neonatal heart rate at birth, combined with an accurate and
documented fetal heart rate during labour, it is very difficult to
determine where improvements in perinatal care are possible. Until
recently the impact of early cord clamping on the condition of the
neonate was largely unrecognised and as a result the timing of the
intervention was neither measured not documented. Although it is
likely that early clamping was preformed in the majority of hospital
births [9], even in hospital births there is likely to be some variability
in the timing, and a brief delay may have a significant impact on
neonatal outcome [10]. Currently the neonatal heart rate is not
documented as an actual rate, but scored as “absent” or “present”
and/or above or below 100 beats per minute within the APGAR score.
When the inaccuracy of the measurement of the heart rate is taken
into account it can be appreciated that such documentation is much
too crude to expect to be able to assess the value of different clinical
approaches of cord clamping.

Accurate measurement of the neonatal heart rate with Doppler
ultrasound is possible and can easily be seen as an extension of the
fetal heart rate monitoring and documentation. The approach presents
a minor technological development challenge. Redesign of the
resuscitation trolley to allow ventilation of the neonate at the mother’s
side with the cord still intact has been completed [4] and evaluation of
the approach is underway. This approach will require the cooperation
of nursing, obstetrical and neonatal staff, and will present a particular
challenge for co-operation in babies’ delivered by caesarean section
and assisted vaginal delivery. However with fewer babies requiring
resuscitation as a result of a policy of delayed cord clamping [16], the
spared nursing resources can be redirected to providing increased
attention to the measurement of the neonatal heart at birth. High risk
babies will already be monitored by the CTG and a simple
modification is needed to provide a transducer suitable for the
neonatal precordium and allow a continuous record of the heart rate
during birth.
The estimated cost of early cord clamping has been estimated to be
around one billion euros [17] and only a small fraction of this is
needed to provide the technology, the equipment and the training to
provide resuscitation with the cord intact and routine delayed cord
clamping.
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